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Stop touching invoices
AI monitors your AP inbox, downloads 
and reads invoice attachments, and 
accurately extracts all data in minutes

Easy setup
Connect to your AP inbox to automate 
the reading of emailed invoices–no 
human touch or templates required, 
regardless of format

100% guaranteed accuracy
Confidence is guaranteed because our 
AI learns from your data and feedback to 
improve its predictions and speed its 
processing over time
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Autonomous AP uses artificial intelligence (AI) to handle the accurate, fully-automated ingestion 
of your invoice data, without document identification software or any help needed from you.


 Automate invoice data capture directly 
from emai

 Process invoices without templates or rule

 Extract invoice data in multiple language

 Process invoices from email to data entry 
in minute

 Accurately extract tax information and 
accruals and enter them into your ER

 Integrate out-of-the-box with all major 
application

 Reduce AP team data entry work by 80%

We were able to reduce our team size from 
thirteen FTEs down to three. That was a 
significant savings for us.”

Leading landscaping services provider

director, corporate systems


AppZen AI is empowering over 1000 finance teams

No more reading emails. No manual data entry. No template maintenance.

Autonomous Invoice Data Capture

Our Al is constantly learning. It combines 
its deep domain knowledge in finance 
and accounting to enter invoices with 
100% accuracy. It has the ability to learn 
and adjust based on new invoices and 
new formats, something that no OCR 
tool can offer.

Autonomous capture is 
nothing like OCRJanuary 2023 Invoices 
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Total $28,246

Sales Tax-CA-8.68%  $2,256

Apple MacBook Pro 16-inch, 16GB 10



 $2,599




 $25,990





DESCRIPTION QTY RATE TOTAL

Date:

Terms:

Due Date:

Balance Due:

01/15/2021

2%/10, Net 30

02/15/21

$28,246

Everyday Enterprises

6201 America Center Dr

San Jose, CA, 95002

Crystal

2675 Middlebury Street

San Jose, CA, 95127

INV #200257

Please see attached for 
monthly invoices for January 
2021 totaling $25,990. 


Thank you, 
Crystal AR

Attn AP
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$28,246

Everyday Enterprises

6201 America Center Dr

San Jose, CA, 95002
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2675 Middlebury Street

San Jose, CA, 95127

INV #526534
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As each attachment is opened and reviewed, Autonomous AP separates invoices that require processing 

from non-transactional documents. When vendors send multiple email attachments, such as a cover letter, 

vendor statement, shipping confirmation slip, and invoice, our AI selects the invoices, combines related 

pages, and automatically begins processing.
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Automate the capture of all your invoice data with autonomous ingestion 

This is the first step in improving accuracy, efficiency, and processing costs from your inbox all the way to OK-to-Pay. AppZen 

has the most accurate invoice data capture AI available today, with greater accuracy than Google Document AI, Abby, Rossum, 

or the dozens of APIs available in the market. What makes AppZen’s AI-first document extraction the best in the industry?

The only invoice data capture AI engine with real-time feedback built in

Continuous
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Document
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Inbound invoices

What makes AppZen’s AI-first document extraction the best in the industry?

Foreign translations and currencies add 
complexity to already difficult invoice data 
capture problems. AppZen reads invoices 
across many languages and can read 
addresses, entities, and tax formats from 
multiple countries. Because our AI is 
trained on billions of transactions globally, 
it’s familiar with international formats, for 
faster, more accurate extraction decisions. 
Our data capture tool gives you extraction 
details in exactly the form you need.

Simplifying foreign transactions
For accurate accounting and PO matching, 
an invoice data capture tool must be able to 
extract, summarize, and combine or split line 
items to meet your specific needs. AppZen’s 
AI engine tracks invoice processing beyond 
data entry to learn from adjustments you 
make to captured lines, and understand 
what needs to be changed in the future to 
ensure 100% accuracy. No templates or 
rules are needed for capturing invoice data 
the way your business requires.

Your competitive edge
Unlike solutions that have added AI as an 
afterthought, AppZen’s AI was designed right 
from the start specifically for finance document 
extraction and understanding. Our language 
models include reinforcement learning so our 
data capture tools adapt with just 2-3 tries 
another benefit other automation solutions 
cannot offer. This allows our AI to make rapid 
changes and more accurately process an 
increasing number of documents in very little 
time, for improved cost-effectiveness.

Purpose-built, adaptive AI

AppZen connects to all major finance systems and P2P applications



